
	  
Beijing Diligence & Delight Learning Center (DDC) is an organization of the parents, by the parents and for the parents 

who seek the best educational resources from around the world for the children. Specifically designed to foster 

creativity and innovation, this program adapts state-of-the-art curriculum and teaching philosophy to meet the needs of 

talented students. It inspires active listening, critical thinking, creative design, collaborative teamwork, 

expressive articulation and self-confidence. While enjoying the utmost fun in learning, students will discover their 

new talents and develop problem-solving skills that make them stand out and benefit in their entire life. 

 
 

DDC invites experts on gifted education from the USA and selects outstanding students to attend our “Elite 

Initiatives”. 

• All of our teachers are Certified, Highly qualified, Gifted and/or Content Specialists who are among the most 

well-respected and distinguished educators in the USA. 

• Taught in English, our project-based program uses hands-on experiments and investigations to engage each and 

every student. 

• This prestigious program has been recognized as a premier summer program for the gifted and talented or 

academically advanced and motivated students. 



	  

 

 



	  

 

 



	  

 
As a part of the “Elite Initiatives”, DDC Talented Science Camp focuses on mathematics, biology, engineering, 

construction and world history. 

 Thinking Game - Challenging puzzles and brainteasers  

 Mathematics - From algebra to geometry, use math as a language to solve everyday problems 

 Neuroscience - Have you ever wondered how memory is formed? Why do we have feeling? Come to learn the 

important concepts and most recent advances in Neuroscience.  

 Creative Design & Construction - When students use their knowledge in physics to design and implement 

innovative solutions, they start to develop a new way of thinking  

 Public Speaking & Debate - This course motivates and promotes students to articulate their ideas by improving 

their skills on active listening, critical thinking and expressive articulation.  
 Polyhedraville - Students work as architects to design, develop, and actually construct a future colony under the 

real-life constraint of a monetary budget.  

 

 

Enrolment is Limited! Register Now!	  

	  



	  

 
 

Contact:  010-8049 0079                       

   185 1023 9624 (Chinese) 

   139 1126 8488 (English)  

Web:  www.dd-learning.com     

WeChat:  DDC_Education                

 


